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Mission
To Build global Win-Win partnerships

Vision
To be the world's leading B2B digital platform

Values
To create value for our CES (Customers, Employees and the Society)
JUMORE is a leading global supply chain digital platform.

Our digital ecosystem provides a global marketplace where goods and services are transacted on a B2B basis.

Customer Database

- 1+ million corporate users
- A global database of 50 million enterprises

Global Network

- 150+ countries and regions
- All Chinese provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions
JUMORE offers a complete coverage of all industry chains, from minerals, energy and agricultural products to semi-finished products, down to finished industrial and consumer goods. Users of the platform have access to a whole range of upstream and downstream partners from all over the world.
JUMORE Overview

Full Spectrum of Supply Chain Services

JUMORE’s network effect and unique knowledge in global trade shape powerful win-win partnerships between our users and solution providers. JUMORE takes active measures to integrate global resources, and provides enterprises in the supply chain with a full spectrum of services.
JUMORE Overview

JUMORE facilitates the digital transformation of international trade, manufacturing and services. It offers the underlying digital architecture which enables regions, industry clusters and enterprises to construct their ecosystems connecting upstream and downstream resources.

“Made in Indonesia 4.0 Road Map”
&
“Made in China 2025 Plan”
JUMORE Secure Your Business

- **Purchaser**: Cooperates with prestigious financial institutions to ensure fund security.
- **Payment and Settlement**: Cooperates with international certification bodies to assure product quality.
- **Supplier**: Cooperates with international logistics and insurance companies to ensure the safety of goods.
- **Logistics**: (Indicating logistics safety)
Values that JUMORE Brings to Brazil

✓ Connecting to Chinese and Global Partners
✓ Tailor-made Solutions
✓ Access to Supply Chain Services
✓ Unique “ChinaEasy” Service
Successful Transaction Guaranteed!
Values that JUMORE Brings to Brazil

Building Model Enterprises
Builds Win-Win Partnerships with Brazilian Stakeholders

customer@jumoreglobal.com
+86-571-8760-7878
www.jumoreglobal.com

@JumoreOfficial @JumorePlatform @JUMORE_ECOMMERCE

THANK YOU!